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These “secret” products will enhance your natural beautyenhance your natural beauty and keep you looking on the outside

how you FEEL on the inside! Check out the products below and choose a few that you would like

to try at your followfollow--up appointmentup appointment.

How do

celebrities

stay looking

so great??

I don’t know!

Even after they

have babies, they

look GREAT!

They must

have a

secret we

don’t know!

They know the “secrets” to

looking fantastic! The

“secrets” are non-surgical,

non-invasive BEAUTYBEAUTY

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS that many

people don’t know about!

Well, tell

us all about

them!!

THE SECRET TO SMOOTHER

SKIN...IN AN INSTANT!

Get instant gratification and a
smooth complexion with our

Two-Step Microdermabrasion Set!

SKIN TONE SECRETS

Psst! Did you know you can
restore your skin’s natural, even

tone by reducing visible dark
spots and reverse skin discoloration with

Even Complexion Essence?

PUFFY EYES/DARK CIRCLES

Diminish and depuff your eyes with
this amazing Targeted Action
Eye Revitalizer. It is specifi-
cally formulated to address
dark circles and puffy eyes!

FIRM & BRIGHTEN TIRED EYES

Fight SAGGY eyes with this amazing
Firming Eye Cream, which firms,

brightens, moisturizes AND fights fine
lines and wrinkles!

THE SECRET TO PORCELAIN SKIN
Marcia Cross, J-Lo and other celebrities swear by
a super rich & super expensive hydrating cream!

You can get the same
benefits with ours without
dropping the big bucks!

PEACHY SMOOTH

SATIN SKIN SECRETS

Keep your hands AND feet soft and
supple and smelling GREAT with this
easy 3-step process that smoothes,

exfoliates and softens!

THE SECRET TO SMELLING GREAT

Find the scent perfected for YOU and your
personality type. We

have several to choose
from, so take your pick!

SMOOTHER, FIRMER, MORE

TONED SKIN WITH LESS CELLULITE!

The secret to leveling out lumps and bumps is
the TimeWise Cellu-Shape Contouring System!
7 out of 10 women had less visible cellulite and

lost up to 1/2 inch on each thigh during a
12-week study! Check it out for yourself!

SECRETS TO A HEALTHY GLOW

Subtle Tanning Lotion is a lightweight,
non-greasy formula that gives skin the

moisture it craves while subtly enhancing
its natural tone for a healthy-looking glow. Use with

new Mineral Bronzing Powder for even better results!

THE BIG SECRET

Our newly designed and
super-sleek travel roll-up bag

is the perfect place to store your
products—whether you travel or not! Ask me

how you can get YOURS!!

LOOK RESTED AND

FLAWLESS INSTANTLY!

Wake up your look with sheer
light-reflected pigments that create an optical
illusion for a rested and flawless look with the

Facial Highlighting Pen!

APPLICATION SECRETS

Awesome application DOESN’T come
from an applicator! It comes from a

professional brush set, designed by a
world-renowned makeup artist!

SECRETS TO FIGHT

EXCESS OIL

Control your shine for up to 8
hours with Oil Mattifier and for quick on-the-
go use, grab some Beauty Blotters to absorb
excess oil without disturbing your makeup!

KISS LIP LINES GOODBYE

TimeWise Age-Fighting Lip
Primer creates healthier looking lips

by fighting fine lines and wrinkles & decreasing
their appearance. It also helps to prevent lipstick

or lip gloss from feathering or bleeding.

THE SECRET TO CREATING

AN EYE-CATCHING LOOK

Create eye looks that grab attention by using
the Eye Primer. Its waterproof formula

creates a foundation so your eye colors glide
on smoothly and stay perfectly in place

without creasing or smudging!

COLOR SECRETS

Don’t forget the color! For your
follow-up appointment, we’ll be able

to go online and create a
computerized makeover designed just for YOU

and your product needs!! How exciting!

MINIMIZE EXPRESSION LINES

Smiling…Laughing… Expression lines
are a natural part of life! But now you

can firm and tighten those lines
IMMEDIATELY with

Targeted-Action Line Reducer!


